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craft carry antennae; smaller antennae would leave a greater
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portion of weight capacity available for scientific instruments.
Because of the greater density of the energy contained in
the laser beam, the amount of energy needed per unit of
information transmitted, called a bit, is reduced. This, again,
is key in the planetary program, where weight is at a premi
um. The energy needed to carry one bit of data to Earth from
space with a radio frequency system is about one-ten mil
lionth of a watt per second. For a laser system, the energy

Lasers will maximize
space communications
by Marsha Freeman

per bit per second could be
optimized system.

one billion times less, in an

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory and NASA's Goddard
Space Flight Center are currently involved in design and
technology studies for developing a laser space communica
tions system. The JPL system would be used for deep space
and interplanetary missions, the Goddard application for near
Earth transmissions.

Since the dawn of the space age 25 years ago, man has been

communicating with machines in space in largely the same
way he communicates on Earth-by radio transmission. Sci

One of the drawbacks to laser communications is the
tendency of the beam to become attenuated in the atmos
phere. For this reason, laser communications on Earth use

entists and communications specialists, however, have been

underground fiber optic cables.

excited by the possibility of using the higher frequency co

In space, there is no atmospheric interference. The prob

herent light produced by lasers for space communications;

lem is how to get the information back down through the

this would increase the amount of data that satellites can send

atmosphere to Earth. Scientists have proposed a relay satel

and improve the coverage of our craft in space, i.e., the

lite, permanently stationed in geosynchronous Earth orbit for

amount of time that mission control can maintain contact.

this purpose. The relay satellite would receive the data from

Moving to higher frequencies along the electromagnetic

the spacecraft, change the information into radio frequency

spectrum increases the density of the energy contained in the

waves, and then send the radio signals to an Earth receiving

wave. Increasing the frequency seven orders of magnitude,

station. It would also be outfitted with its own laser transmit

from radio frequency to coherent visible light, brings great

ter, to send a beacon signal to the spacecraft so that its laser
transmitter was properly directed. The relay satellite would

advantages.
First, the coherent light is densely packed into a very

receive data from the laser-equipped satellite at at least 100

narrow, focused beam. This increases the amount of infor

times the rate it could send to Earth using radio waves. There

mation that can be carried along the light beam by two orders

fore, the most efficient system design would have the relay

of magnitude over the radio frequency system. At the same

satellite do some of the processing of the data on board,

distance-for instance, the half billion miles from Jupiter

before the data is sent to Earth.

one hundred times as much information could be sent by the

An Earth-orbiting relay satellite would also extend the
coverage from space. At the present time, NASA is in contact

spacecraft.
Conversely, by maintaining the same data rate for a laser

with the Space Shuttle less than 50 percent of the time.

system as with radio frequency, the distance can be extended

Likewise, we can only receive data from planetary probes

by an order of magnitude, or to over 5 billion miles, with the

when their signal is within view of a ground station. The

same quality of data that the Voyager spacecraft sent from

relay satellite, 22,300 miles above the Earth, would be in
touch with a ground station almost all the time. It would

Jupiter.
Laser communications also provide a greater degree of
security for military communications. Radio waves propa

provide 95 percent coverage for spacecraft no matter where
they were.

gate through the atmosphere, or in space, in a circular pattern,

Many different kinds of lasers have been under consid

like water waves on a pond. Anyone with a receiver can pick

eration for this space application. The problem with one of

up the message. The laser beam is focused and very directly

the most widely used, the carbon dioxide chemical laser, is

aimed, which makes it almost impossible for a receiver to

that large tanks of gaseous laser fuel would have to be carried

pick up the message unless it is being sent specifically to that

onboard the satellite.

receiver. Laser messages would therefore be more resistant
to jamming.

Solid-state semiconductor systems, made of such mate
rials as gallium arsenide and using electrical current to "pump"

This small beam divergence also means that much small

or power the laser, seem a better approach. The major prob

er receiving antennae can be used. This is important, espe

lem to be solved is the requirement of an eight-or-more year

cially for the deep-space planetary program, whose space-

lifetime for extended space missions.
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For Business or Private Phones

10 Ways Dictograph's New Phone Controller
Can Increase the Service You Get from Your Phone,
Speed Your Calls and Lower Your Charges.
Fr om the people who invented the Intercom, HearingAid and Smoke Detector
This small electronic marvel -only 8"
by 6" by 1 y," -lets you do things with
your telephone you never thought pos
sible. Read these 10 ways Dictograph·s
new Phone C ontroller outdates old
fashioned telephoning -

1. DIgItal Tlma Monitor. AlertS you

to minutes you are talking, long distance
or locally. Keeps 5 minute calls from
going to a half-hour.

2. Tlma-lavtng callback.

Busy sig-

nal? Phone Controller calls back for you
every 60 seconds. Keeps you from
forgetting to.

a. One T... "Memory" Dialing.
Get at the touch of a finger 30 numbers

called most frequently. Real time saver.

.

Dial COnv

erter Lets you
4. Tooch
.call by touch on rotary dial phone.

6. Mel

Sprint COlllbll8ll le.

No
l1li
need t o buy o r pay for installation o f a
touch-tone phone.

8. Hold Button . Puts callers on hold so
you can talk with others around you.

More secure than hand over mouthpiece.

7. Built-In Speaker.

Call without

having to lift and hold phone till some
one answers. Also lets others listen in.

B. Error�.

Dial a single wrong
number, no need to redial whole num
ber. Push clear button, error is erased.

latislactlon G.anteed

I. De-Progrmnlng Fall-lara.

Back-up battery power keeps program
ming intact and in place in event of
power outage.

The Dictograph Phone Controller can be
placed on desk top or wall-mounted. For
single line service, plug into Bell modular
jack. For multi-line service. specify Model

10. BIlllInat. PhallI Usa.

No need
to dial from phone. Touch-dial directly

PC 30

ML

All Controllers have 90-day parts and labor
warranty and are UL. CSA. FCC and Bell
approved. Prompt service if needed. If you
are not fully satisfied. return unit - or
units - undamaged and in original carton within i 5 days of receipt and your money
will be refunded in fulL

from dial pad of Phone Controller.

r----------------------------------------,

Dictograph-Pleasantville Plan, 62 Eas tview, Pleasantville, NY 10570
Dept. #PC-30
) Dictograph Phone Controller(s)

Please send (

Name

______________-------------------------

at cost per instrument of S 129.92 single line.
ML)

5148.95 multi-line (Model PC 30
I enclose check (
of 5
AM EX (

.

) MASTERCARD (

credit card no.
expiring

) in amount

) inoney order (

Addres;

____________________________________ _

Or charge my
)

VISA (

)

City

_______

Srare

_____

Zip

_____

____________________�_

_____ .

NY residents add sales tax.

For earlier delivery, call roll-free 1-800- .B4-0854 exrension 854. 7 days. 24 hOl:rs.

�----------------------------------------�
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